In The Undersea Network, Nicole Starosielski illuminates the hidden narratives of transoceanic cable systems -a useful project for exposing the flawed myths surrounding digitization that persist even in the library world.
2 While Starosielski's new narratives may be more fitting, they are also limited, as all narratives must be. There is no story that can tell it all and remain cohesive. Starosielski's critique is a critique of maps in general and narratives in general: a line map shows different information than a topographical one, as does a narrative with one focus or another. Starosielski appears aware of this, advocating for "strategies of interconnection" 5 even as she attempts corrective measures. In The Ecstasy of Communication Jean Baudrillard describes a form of obscenity that matches what Starosielski is fighting against, which is the obscenity of communication and shallow object narratives. 6 Starosielski's cable narrative have a more inclusive view of connectivity than connection or distribution narratives generally do, but they are limited all the same. In a fitting description, Baudrillard states that: "Obscenity is not confined to sexuality, because today there is a pornography of information and communication, a pornography of circuits and networks, and of functions and objects in their legibility, availability, regulation, forced signification, capacity to perform, connection, polyvalence, their free expression…[etc.]."
7 In addition to increased use of tools like wires for communications, there will be a greater view to expose the tools themselves. For Baudrillard, maps can never accurately depict the world because they are set to scale;
8 information that limits a subject by only capturing certain aspects is obscene because it is shallow. Starosielski's focus on connectivity can be seen as an attempt to counteract the flattening effect of such single focus. The surfacing.in interactive website (http://surfacing.in/), which was created in accordance with this book, is one such mapping of multiplicitous views of cables. It simultaneously takes part in the obscenity of communication, transmitted via internet cable as it is, even as it attempts to undermine simplistic one-to-one narratives.
The difficulty that Starosielski faces in countering incorrect narratives by pushing forward new, more inclusive narratives is a struggle faced by many theorists who engage with objects directly. Objects themselves are so difficult to clearly see and write about. Invisibility is characteristic of the "dematerialization" 9 that accompanies the digital age. Starosielski repeated argues that "wirelessness is accompanied by an increasing investment in wires"; 10 the fact that we do not think of these wires corresponds to their purpose in creating a digital world. We lack a language to properly talk about wired-ness 11 and even if we had such a language, we would be discouraged 3 from using it. Military and political reliance on the cables behooves the powers that be to keep cables out of sight and out of mind for security purposes. 12 Even those in the transoceanic cable industry do not advertise their cables. Instead, they promote satellites, which are "sexier", 13 along with the myth that satellites transmit most of our data. Mundane wires will not do. The real myth of digital technology lies in what is unseen and in the air -as the image of "cloud" computing suggests.
There are a number of similarities between cables and libraries in terms of unseen challenges. Narratives about when cable was laid or when service was interrupted miss the major fact of their ongoing maintenance. It requires "massive and continuous work" to maintain infrastructure.
14 Similarly, libraries require upkeep and ongoing financial support to maintain a collection. What's imagined to cost nothing is actually very expensive, 15 the same for cables as for online collections of resources and digital upkeep. Cables are invisible in part because of the myth of wirelessness, and in part because of mass apathy, a "general lack of public interest."
16 This is similar to how the public is, overall, apathetic to library classification schemes, collection methods, and manners of display: they simply do not care as long as they can access the information that they need when they need it. 17 When Starosielski writes that "analysis of twentyfirst-century media culture have been characterized by a cultural imagination of dematerialization"
18 I am forcefully reminded of comments by the president of The University of Western Ontario, Amit Chakma, to the Western Library staff in 2009. 19 He stated that he has "given up going to the library for my reference needs … life has changed -I subscribe to electronic [services] […] I don't have to go to libraries any more [sic] ." These remarks imply that online materials are not a part of the library and do not require care. To the Western librarians who were poised to go on strike at this time it suggested that library work is not appreciated. The myth of immateriality has major consequences for how the library is perceived, and as a result, for how library work is undervalued and poorly understood.
Overall, Starosielski's investigations into the physical side of digital networks are exceedingly useful for better understanding the myths that surround the digital world.
